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“LOVE FOR SUCCESS”
ONLINE WORKSHOP BY
DR.SRINIVASAN.S – The
Times News
A UNIQUE WORKSHOP THAT CAN HELP
YOU TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE IN JUST 5
DAYS AND MOTIVATE YOU TO ACHIEVE
AN ABUNDANCE OF HEALTH, WEALTH,
HAPPINESS, LOVE & SUCCESS Are you
unhappy with your personal and
professional life? Are you not able to
achieve the success that you desire?...
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Delta Air Lines and Travelport have signed a new global distribution
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generation for the entire travel retailing ecosystem, including travel

TALKIEZ –
The Revolutionary OTT App
& platform launched on
Independence Day – The
Times News

management companies, agencies, corporations and travellers.

This Independence Day experience the

agreement.
According to a release, the deal is designed to further enhance value-

FREEDOM of choice on an all new

The customer experience and value-based, multi-year content distribution
agreement gives Travelport-connected travel buyers simplified access to

Made-in-India entertainment platform
–...
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Delta’s enriched content through the Travelport+ platform with enhanced
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retailing capability to better understand, compare and customise offers for
travellers.
“Our transformative new agreement with Travelport is another big step in
elevating retailing in the indirect channel ecosystem for the benefit of all
customers and stakeholders,” said Jeff Lobl, managing director of global
distribution for Delta Air Lines.
“In addition to the value-based commercial model, we thank Travelport for
their partnership and commitment to continually enhancing their agency
workspace.
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How this
young entrepreneur is
innovating in heavy
engineering space without
being an engineer himself –
Times Applaud – The Times
News
Yash Singh envisioned GREY Group in
2015 as a means to exponentially
expand his conventionally run...
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“This ensures customers have easier access to all products, whether they
are a corporate traveller shopping within travel policy or a leisure traveller
finding the right itinerary for their holiday.”
Travelport continues to evolve its worldwide retailing platform, Travelport+,
with the next generation retailing tools and merchandising capabilities that
provide long term value to the travel agency channel.
An intelligent, multi-product display gives Travelport-connected buyers the
ability to easily access the wide array of available products from all global
air partners, compare those to find the best options, and select the right
choice for their customers.
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Here’s how
Yuvika Chaudhary has been
elevating elegance in the
town recently with ESSC
BAGS! – Times Applaud –
The Times News
The ever-so-stunning Yuvika
Chaudhary has been seen recently
promoting a handbag brand, ESSC
BAGS, recommending comfort...
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“This new agreement emphasizes the shared commitment of both
Travelport and Delta to improve the way airline products are retailed and
make it easier for agents to help travellers choose offers that deliver the
most value to them,” said Jason Clarke, chief commercial officer, travel
partners at Travelport.
“We look forward to continually evolving and delivering the tools that Delta
and all of our travel partners need to effectively reach and engage the
entire spectrum of buyers.”
Delta’s omni-channel, customer-centric approach invests across all
channels to provide consumers with an elevated shopping experience
within their preferred channel.
This emerging approach to retail transformation will create value for all
stakeholders in the ecosystem by enhancing traveller experiences and
expanding customer choice.
“Today’s announcement is another innovative milestone for Delta and the
industry, as we continue to strengthen our partnerships for the benefit of
our customers,” said Lobl.
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Breaking Travel
News investigates:
Marston Park
Perhaps we should start
with the spaceship? It would
seem rude not to start with
something...
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Gennova vax gets nod
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Israel’s Covid-19 vaccine
boosters show signs of
taming Delta – ET
HealthWorld

New Delhi: India’s rst mRNA-based Covid-19 vaccine candidate
HGCO19 by Gennova Biopharmaceuticals Ltd has been granted...
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Chandigarh leads in
bringing hospitals under
Ayushman Bharat ambit
– ET HealthWorld

(Credits: AP) JERUSALEM: Less than a month into a Covid-19

CHANDIGARH: After Kerala and Punjab, Chandigarh is leading in

vaccine booster drive, Israel is seeing...

private hospitals empanelled under Ayushman Bharat-Pradhan
Mantri...
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